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jason bateman. the
science fiction/western
hybrid hancock stars a

gigantic, soft-spoken, blue-
collar, but highly sought-
after superhero, who has
no super powers. he is
also a degenerate. john

hancock is the proverbial
everyman who would fight
the good fight if it meant

saving the day for an
average citizen or

suffering the
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consequences of his own
heroism. czech hunter

393. the chief villain of the
movie is the "horny", dark-

skinned, hairy-chested,
arrogant and cruel mister
roxx. he is in charge of the

operation against the
group of evil villains. the
title of the episode is: ten
on ten, with the following

log line: one of the
baddies is in town,

collecting corpses, and the
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superheroes are
determined to stop him.

the movie is mostly about
the friendship and rivalry
between hancock and ray

embrey, a brilliant
hollywood pr expert, who
comes up with a plan for

hancock to act as a
vigilante to draw attention

away from his own
ineptitude. the movie
looks at the superhero
through a very human
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frame of reference, taking
as its subject the quirks of

humanity. 5ec8ef588b
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